Webinar 2012 05

- When
- What
  - Tiki 8 or 9 feature presentation (20 min)
  - Examples of Tiki in Use (10 min)
  - Developer discussion (30 min)
  - Open Space and community discussion (30 min)
- Where
- Who

When

Thursday, May 17, 2012 at 19:00:00 UTC time (click for time zone in your city)

What

See Webinars for a detailed description of sections

Tiki 8 or 9 feature presentation (20 min)

- >19:45h UTC time. "Tracker field" to link tracker items of the same tracker at posting time, or to link with items from other trackers at posting time.
  Xavi
  - https://doc.tiki.org/Relations+Tracker+field

Examples of Tiki in Use (10 min)

- User-friendly tools for filling and manipulating huge trackers. + Jyhem
- >19:45h UTC time. Tiki & PluginR: Web Interfaces for manipulating huge amounts of data and producing journal quality graphs with R
  Xavi
    More info: https://doc.tiki.org/PluginR

Developer discussion (30 min)

- tracker query lib, by robertplummer

Open Space and community discussion (30 min)

- Relationship between tracker "relation" field, and "item link & items list" tracker fields?
Where

- live.tiki.org via BigBlueButton
  - All you need is a web browser with Flash enabled
  - Make sure to have a headset (otherwise, we'll mute you to avoid background noises)
  - You'll also be able to phone in using Skype or a regular phone, but in this case, you won't have access to chatroom and presentation.

Who

- Marc Laporte (in a meeting)
- Jonny B
- Jean-Marc Jyhem
- Xavi
- Add your name to this list